RCT Express®
Now offers large tract home estimating

In support of the growing needs of insurers to differentiate between high value and large tract homes when pricing policies and assessing risk, our industry-proven valuation platform RCT Express® now includes a large tract home valuation using appropriate property characteristics within it’s knowledge tables. This helps underwriters eliminate the subjective methods of pricing these policies along with the associated risk of potentially over insuring large tract homes.

Other industry firsts such as proprietary property imagery, integrated contents estimating, historic hail verification, roof and basement break-outs, and premium pre-fill data gives Insurers the ability to quickly and easily calculate more accurate building and contents valuations, offer better products, and reduce inspection expenditures.

Why CoreLogic®?
RCT Express provides users with a centralized delivery of structural risk assessment that leverages our eight decades of experience and unparalleled total component methodology of construction cost research and estimate development.

With RCT Express, CoreLogic delivers the reliable reconstruction cost estimating that carriers have come to rely on for their new business and renewal workflows.

Get the Whole Story®
The expanded RCT Express risk assessment and valuation platform offers an unprecedented view of structure risk to support the underwriting work-flow in getting a more “Complete View of Property®” for insurance.

Benefits include:
- One-step estimating and risk assessment
- Large Tract Home estimating
- Breaks out roof and basement costs
- Exterior and interior photos via Property Imagery
- Ability to customize valuation business rules
- Premium pre-fill data

For more information, please call 855-267-7027.